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AES interactive entertainment
the platinum wedding package

The AES Platinum Wedding Package takes all of the vital components
of our Gold Wedding Package, and gives them a sizable upgrade for
larger numbers of guests, or bigger venues, or both. This includes an
upgrade to the sound system, the effects lighting and the lighting truss
system. It is designed to cater for 150 to 300 guests.
Your professional DJ/MC: all of our AES wedding DJs have over 15
years experience at making that one day in a Bride and Groom’s lifetime a wonderful (and stress-free) experience. And each one of our
Wedding DJs has at least 200+ weddings under his belt! Don’t accept
anyone with any less experience!
Your AES DJ is mature and well spoken, and a very capable MC. You
can relax and feel comfortable knowing the entertainment and formalities are in good hands. He always plays appropriate music to set
the mood early, at a volume you can enjoy. He is confident when it
comes to handling major activities such as the introduction of the bridal party, bridal waltz and dance announcements, the cake cutting
and speech introductions (if you do not have your own MC).
Music: we make it easy for you tochoose your music with our Easy
Select Song Lists, which detail the most requested songs from each
decade (50s - today). Your DJ can also take suitable requests on the
night.
Atmosphere: if you wish we can introduce twist competitions, limbo
contests and conga lines to your guests at an appropriate time of the
night. We are happy to lead your guests in favourites like the Nutbush,
Bird Dance, Macarena, YMCA, Time Warp and Bus Stop. Alternatively,
if you wish, we can give you a DJ who can fill a dance floor by letting
his music do the talking for him! Low key, no fuss - the choice is yours.
Lighting: your extensive light show includes multiple lighting effects
which fill the room with colour. A smoke machine is included at no
additional charge if requested (venue permitting).
Booking times: your Gold Wedding package includes 5 hours of continuous dancing and entertainment, plus delivery, a two hour set-up
window, and one hour pack down time. Additional performance
time may be pre-booked by the hour at reasonable rates.
Call your AES account manager for more details now.
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